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 1.0 Introduction 

In biomedical applications, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used in designing and 

analyzing medical device, which helps with the visualization of fluid flows for detection of 

particular problem, and providing insight into patterns within flow field. As such U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) have designed a computational inter laboratory study (with 28 

independent groups) to validate CFD techniques and produce experimental parameters to 

support CFD verification and validation (Huang, 2018). ANSYS was used to simulate 

prediction models for blood fluid flow transition for FDA which is one out of numerous 

techniques of solving numerical problems of Navier Stokes equations (NSE), which has found 

its needs in the fluid dynamics area of biomedical engineering (Bernsdorf et al., 2008, Jain et 

al., 2017, Sun and Mun, 2008, and Jain, 2020) 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)- ANASYS 2020R1 was used for 

the analysis of food and drug administration (FDA) benchmark study for 

biomedical flow transition. An idealized medical device is presented 

within this study and the CFD predictions of pressure and velocity are 

compared against experimental measurements of pressure and velocity. 

The fluid flow transition considered for Reynold numbers(s) 500, 2000, 

and 6500 with turbulent fluid flow models- laminar, k-omega, k-omega 

SST and k-epsilon based on throat Reynolds number Reth. 500, 2000 and 

6500. Mesh independence K-omega SST model used at 0.0008, 0.0004 

and 0.0002 element sizes showed good matched velocity of 5.9m/sec. 

This converged at 0.0002, which is 2% of total pressure drop. Axial 

velocity at centreline for Reth 500, 2000 and 6500 at line X =0, showed 

maximum difference of 77.4% velocity centerline at 0.08m and 19% wall 

pressure at -0.09m sudden expansion laminar region of Re = 500. 

Besides, 65.6% and 17.2% obtained at transition Re =2000, showed good 

agreement between CFD simulations and experimental measurements, 

at turbulent region Re = 6500, all models were in good agreement at 

49.6% velocity centerline and 8.10% pressure drop in laminar region. 

Also, downstream of the simulation of Reth =6500, other models 

disappeared which demonstrated K-epsilon model is best at higher 

Reynolds region. The result revealed negligible pressure gradient at the 

center line of the wall pressure, and dropped at the normalization point 

of the experimental pressure data range of 0 to -120n/m2 and balanced 

at the throat Reynolds number of Reth = 500. 
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This technique represents and handles complex anatomical geometries with ease and also 

enables simulations on massively parallel computing architectures (Jain et al., 2017). Works of 

Jain (2020), Zhang et al. (2008), Jain et al. (2017) have been applied in Lattice Boltzmann’s 

Method (LBM) for complex transitional flows of anatomical geometries and was found to be 

efficient and effective. However, effort has not been made to appraise its effectiveness in FDA 

nozzle benchmark area. It is overbearing, to discover suitability of benchmark using methods 

without application (White and Chong, 2011). LBM application to FDA nozzle benchmark was 

only for laminar cases. Previous works done on computation transition flow using LBM by Jain 

(2020), Jain et al. (2017) was for moderate Reynolds number. Therefore, there is need to 

evaluate simple LBM scheme, without employing complex collision synthetic models at 

turbulence inflow, to accurately predict benchmarked FDA result, Focus should be on the 

Reynold number categories of transition and turbulent flow regimes of ranges 2000 and 6500.   

Comparative analysis was for Velocities, shear stresses, pressures and jet breakdown location 

with simulations. U.S. Food and Drug Administration created an initiative to establish CFD 

simulation as a regulatory tool for medical scheme. Stewart et al. (2012) worked on two 

‘benchmark ‘flow models with specific parameters which they tested for accurate provision of 
experimental datasets. Experimental results are a useful basis for validating accuracy of CFD 

simulation and assessing its capacity in development and improvement of medical device. This 

disquisition focuses on nozzle benchmark model and compares experimental measurement of 

pressure and velocity provided by Particle image velocimetry (PIV) testing and compares it 

against CFD results. The ideal medical device made up of four sections: inlet tube, gradual-

change section, tube throat and outlet tube. Inlet tube and outlet tube have diameter of 

0.012m, throat has a diameter of 0.004m. The cone-shaped “gradual-change” section connects 

the inlet with throat and has a length of 0.22685m, nozzle has a length of 0.04m. The flow will 

enter through inlet and then experience a gradual convergence and go through the narrow 

nozzle throat before it increases at expansion region and flows through the outlet tube. The 

outlet length is 30 times size of the diameter, 0.36m, which gives enough space for fluid flow 

full development. The inlet length is calculated using Equation 1 (Stewart et al., 2012): 

𝐿𝑒 = 4.4𝐷 𝑅𝑒
1

6         (1) 

where: Le is inlet length in (mm), D is diameter in (mm) and Re is Reynolds Number 

The numerical methodology employed were based on laminar, (Stewart et al., 2012), where 

flow rate and tube throat Reynolds number is 500, near transition and turbulent tube throat 

Reynolds number is 2000 and 6500, used for determination of free stream velocities that 

allowed calculating first layer height Y+ (Stewart et al., 2012) 

CFD is a valuable tool for characterizing velocity, pressure, and shear stress in flow fields by 

numerical techniques. Over 50 years, CFD application have extended in the areas of airfoil 

and automobile for observing any kind of flow around them to improvement and assessment 

of blood contacting medical devices (Burgreen et al., 2001 and Marsden et al., 2014). The 

advantages of CFD in designing medical device includes; it provides insight in performance 

without costly prototypes, providing data assessment at critical regions and predicting difficult 

measuring quantities which influence blood damage (Raben et al., 2016, Fraser et al., 2012). 
Although U.S. Food and Drug Administration have nothad CFD simulation on blood contacting 

medical device, heart valves international standard does (ISO 5840-2, 2015 and ISO 5840-3, 

2013). ISO 14708-5 (2010) recognizes Implantable circulatory support device experimental 

validation with CFD simulation for flow fields characterization in and around these devices, 

and assess potentials of hemolytic and thrombogenic. However, NSAI (2012) for ISO 14708-
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5 and ISO 5840-2 (2015) standards indicate that CFD usage be limited to design stage which 

is more appropriate for evaluating relative changes than assessing absolute quantities in design 

(ISO 14708 - 5, 2010). CFD does not predict value of blood damage but predicts solutions to 

complex fluid flows, hence the focus on transitional flow regime of Reynolds number 2000 

and 6500. Physical quantities of velocities, shear stresses, pressures and jet breakdown 

location are compared with simulations. 

Evaluating other benchmark devices using computational studies requires FDA-specified test 

conditions. Particle image velocimetry (PIV), and hemolysis testing results from the first study 

on the nozzle model which previously has been disseminated through a series of publications 

(Stewart et al., 2012, Stewart et al., 2013 and Hariharan et al., 2011). This study aims at 

evaluating the FDA benchmarks for velocity analysis after sudden expansion using the blood 

pump model performance of 2D- axisymmetric model based on simulation models 

 

 2. Materials and Methods 

The idealized medical device is made up of four sections: the inlet tube, the gradual-change 

section, the nozzle throat and the outlet tube. The inlet and outlet tube have a diameter of 

0.012m, the throat has a diameter of 0.004m. The cone-shaped “gradual-change” section 

connects the inlet with the throat and has a length of 0.22685m, the nozzle throat has a length 

of 0.04m. the methods are, the flow enters the system through the inlet and experience a 

gradual convergence as it goes through the throat before it increases at the sudden expansion 

side and flows through the outlet tube. The length of the outlet is 30 times the size of the 

tube diameter, and this gives enough space for the full development of the flow. The 

benchmark nozzle model geometry was used as standard, ANSYS fluent simulation software. 

The three flow regimes Reynolds number values were, for the laminar (Re=500), transition 

(Re = 2000), and turbulent (Re = 6500). The fluid flow model in turbulence used were: the k-

w model, k-w SST model, Spalat Allmaras model, Transition SST model, Laminar Model, K-e 

model and Reynolds stress model. The y plus values were for k-e and Reynolds Stress models 

and the rest of the models has y plus values as was given by the equation 1 above. 

Equations 2 to 5 were used for Calculations. The velocities were calculated using the Reynolds 

Equation and the wall distance was calculated using Equations 3 to 5. 

𝐿𝑒 = 4.4𝐷 𝑅𝑒
1

6       (2) 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟

𝜇
              (3) 

𝐶𝑓 = (2𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑅𝑒𝑥) − 0.65)−2.3 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑥 < 109   (4) 

𝜏𝑤 = 𝐶𝑓 .
1

2
𝜌𝑈𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

2       

𝑈∗ = √
𝜏𝑤

𝜌
(4)𝑦 =

𝑦+𝜇

𝜌𝑢∗
                                   (5) 

where: Re is Reynolds Number, Cf is the coefficient of friction U* is the freestream velocity 

and 𝜏𝑤 is the wall shear stress. Le is the inlet length in (mm), D is the diameter of tube (mm), 

Re is the Reynolds Numbers, Cf is the coefficient of friction, 𝜏𝑤, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑈 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚,   

is the wall shear stress, and 𝑈 is the freestream, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3), l is the 

boundary layer conditions. 
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3. Results  

3.1 Velocities and Wall distances 

Table 1 shows the boundary conditions used for the models, which have the flow rate, inlet 

and throat Reynolds Numbers, and inlet and free stream velocities. 

Table 1: Flow Boundary Conditions in the nozzle model 

Flow rate (m3/s) Inlet Re Throat Re Inlet velocity u0 Freestream velocity 

5.21×106 167 500 0.0461 ms-1 0.4143 m/s 

2.08×105 667 2000 0.1842 ms-1 1.6572 m/s 

6.77×105 2167 6500 0.5985 ms-1 5.3859 m/s 

Table 2 shows the calculated wall distances according to flow conditions of the various 

Reynolds Numbers, when Y+ is 1 and 30 

Table 2: Wall distance according to flow conditions 

 Re =500 Re=2000 Re=6500 

Wall distance (m) 

(when y+ =1) 

6.8×10-5 m 2.2×10-5 m 8.1×10-6 m 

Wall distance (m)     

(when+=30) 

2.0×10-3 m 6.6 × 10-4 m 2.4 × 10-4m 

The Description of Nozzle Benchmark Model Design of A 2D-axisymmetric axial nozzle model 
geometry inlet length of 0.23m and out length of 0.36m, throat 0.04m (Figure 1), were created 

in solid work and imported in the Ansys work bench 2020R1, with incompressible fluid blood. 

 
Figure 1: Geometry of 2D axisymmetric axial nozzle model  

 

Then CFD FLUENT SOLVER edge sizing of Table 3 default growth rate used by pre-processor 

to generate meshes and Figures 2, 3 and 4 for each of 0.0008m, 0.0004m and 0.0002m element 

sizes, respectively. 
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Table 3: Edge Sizing details 

   

 

Figure 2:  Mesh of element size 0.0008 

 

 

Figure 3:  Mesh of element size 0.0004 
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Figure 4:  Mesh of element size 0.0002 

 

The next which is set-up was used for the initialization and running calculation for 10000 

iterations (Figures 5, 6 and 7). The accuracy of the numerical solution presented within this 

study is contingent on the accurateness of the mesh structure and Boundary conditions as 

specified in Table 1. Mesh convergence is an important part of ensuring that a solution is valid.  

By monitoring the residual RMS error and ensuring that variables (such as the pressure drop) 

do not significantly change with the refinement of the mesh. Table 4 shows information about 
the mesh sizes used when trying to solving the flow problem. 

 

Table 4: Mesh Information  

Element Size (m) Nodes Elements  Pressure Drop (Pa) 

0.0008 13421 12647 21907 

0.0004 34610 33169 21512 

0.0002 112291 109651 21111 

 

The K-𝜔 SST model was chosen for the mesh independence study and the Reynolds number 
was chosen to be 6500 with an inlet velocity of 0.5985 ms-1. The convergence criteria were 

set to 1x10-3 and a convergence tolerance of 10-7 was reached during the hybrid initialization. 

The residuals were given 1000 iterations to converge and although most of the plots converge 

around the 10-7 and show very good agreement the continuity plot plateaus at around 1.1 x10-

3 for all the meshes. Figures 5, 6 and 7, thus illustrate the scaled residuals plot at different 

element sizes. 0.0008 takes 200 iterations to reach a steady-state whereas the other meshes 

reach a steady-state somewhere around the 150th iteration which is an indication of a higher 

degree of accuracy. 
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Figure 5: Simulation iteration of Scaled residual value for 0.0004 mesh 

 
Figure 6: Simulation iteration of Scaled residual value for 0.0004 mesh 

 
Figure 7: Simulation iteration of Scaled residual value for 0.0002 mesh 

 
 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that the lower the element size, the higher the number of nodes and 

element number with decrease in pressure. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the scaled residual values 

of the three element sizes, with average 200 number of iterations handles by the ANSYS 

before convergence. 

 

The pressure and velocity contours of each element sizes are shown in Figures 8 9, 10, 11, 

12, and 13, respectively. It shows that the velocity component of element size 0.0008 slowed 

down at 5.6m/s which is different from the velocities at same point of 0.0004 and 0.0002 
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element sizes. However, velocities at 0.0004 and 0.0002 element sizes started at 6.6m/s and 

6.59m/s with 0.01% difference and agreed at velocity 5.9m/s. Based on the inference, 0.0004 

element size was now chosen as a mesh independence for subsequent analysis and simulation 

for determination of axial velocity at centreline, wall Pressure and axial velocity at different 

points using K-epsilon, Laminar, K-omega and K -omega-SST models. These effects of these 

models were studied at before and after the sudden expansion exchange of 0.02m as studied 

by Onah et al. (2022). 

 
Figure 8: Pressure Contour of 0.0008 element size 

 

 
Figure 9: Velocity Contours of 0.0008 element size 

 

 
Figure 10: Pressure Contour of 0.0004 element 
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          Figure 11: Velocity Contours of 0.0004 element size 

 

 
       Figure 12: Pressure contour of 0.0002 element size 

 

 
              Figure 13: Velocity contours of 0.0002 element size  

 

Figure 14 shows the mesh independence plot for the simulation, velocity against Y+. The axial 

velocity shows 0.016 meters after the sudden expansion. The velocity magnitude at 0.004 and 

0.0002 are the same which shows the convergence of the solution. 
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Figure 14: Mesh independence determination 

 

Tables 5, 6 and 7 were respectively, generated from simulation showing the results of flow 

rate and throat and inlet Reynolds numbers. Showing the Reynolds Numbers and inlet 

velocities, and mesh data. 

Table 5: Different flow rate throat and inlet Reynolds numbers 

Flow Rate (m3/s) Throat Reynolds Number Inlet Reynolds Number 

5.21 x 106  500  167  

2.08 x 105  2000  667  

6.77 x 105  6500  2167  

 

Table 6: Reynolds number and inlet velocities 

Re Inlet Velocity (m/s) 

6500 0.5985 

2000 0.1842 

500 0.04613 

 

Table 7: No of elements, nodes, element sizes and pressure drops 

No of elements Nodes Element Size Pressure Drop(pa) 

16401 17181 0.0008 23132.2 

39862 41274 0.0004 21747.4  

118394 120986 0.0002 21006.8 

 

4. Results  

The results of axial velocity at the throat with Reynolds numbers 500 and 6500 after sudden 

expansion were discussed. 

Comparative study of axial velocity models at throat Reynolds number Reth. = 500, after 
sudden expansion at line cut for various Y = 0.088m 0.024m and 0.08m with experimental 

data is of Stewart et al.  (2012) presented in Figure 15 as 
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Figure 15: Axial velocity at Reth = 500, after sudden expansion at line cut for various  

Y = 0.088m, 0.024m and 0.08m 

 
Figures 15 d, e and f show the plots after sudden expansion for simulations of axial velocities 

Reth = 500, Y= 0.008, 0.024, and 0.08. The simulation showed poor match with k-epsilon and 

K-omega SST, but laminar and K-omega matched with the experimental data at 16d and 16e. 

But at 16f, all showed deviation from the experimental data. This mismatch is due to 

participant choice of laminar model for lower Reth for jets delivering after sudden expansion 

to be at laminar region from upstream to downstream before sudden expansion. Thus, K-

omega SST and K-epsilon are possibly to be applied in area with higher Reynolds number. The 

line amongst the jet and recirculated zone signifies unaffected instability, but noticeable 

interruption at Reth = 500 in our experiments was observed. Undoubtedly, at this low Reth, 

simple turbulence models ought not to be used. 

The Models comparative study of axial velocity at Reth. = 6500, after sudden expansion at line 

cut for various Y = 0.008m, 0.024m, and 0.08m. Figure 16 shows the analysis of the throat 

Reynolds number 6500 axial velocity after sudden expansion. 
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Figure 16:  Axial velocity at Reth. = 6500, after sudden expansion at line cut for various  

Y = 0.008m, 0.024m, and 0.08m 

 

From the result in Figure 16 d, e, and f, it can be seen that the experimental data at the point 

of downstream of the sudden expansion has 95% confident interval with k-epsilon followed 

by k-omega SST. This proves the fact that from upstream before sudden expansion the fluid 

flow regime is confirmed. Therefore, at higher Reynolds number, k-omega and Laminar 

departed downwards beyond downstream than experimental and disappeared. This reveals 

that Laminar and k-omega models are better for lower Reynolds number of Reth = 500, while 

K-omega SST is meant for near transition of Reth = 2000, and K-epsilon is best for a higher 

Reynolds turbulent region of Reth = 6500. Thus, the study shows that RANS is particularly 

good for estimating transitional and turbulent flow but failed to estimate the wall pressure and 

axial velocity of laminar fluid flow. Furthermore, the estimation of the flow regime after the 
sudden expansion had a poor agreement with the experimental results. To establish CFD as 

a regulatory tool for medical devices its predictive capabilities for laminar flow regimes and 

divergent sections within a medical device need to be enhanced.  Lastly, mesh refinements 

need to be considered as a potential solution for capturing flow patterns more accurately. 

Table 8 shows the percentage error associated with the wall pressure at the inlet for the 

three flow regimes. This showed that at the Laminar regime the wall pressure is more and 

decreases with an increase in the Reynolds number. 

 

Table 8: Percentage of error for Wall Pressure at Inlet (-0.09m) 

Flow conditions Maximum Difference at -0.09m 

Laminar Flow (Re =500) 19.0% 
Transitional Flow (Re=2000) 17.2% 

Turbulent Flow (Re=6500) 8.10% 
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5. Conclusion 

A 2D axisymmetric axial nozzle model geometry was created in solid works and imported to 

ANSYS work bench 2020R1 for simulation. Four simulation models were employed based on 

throat Reynolds numbers Reth =500, 2000, and 6500. Mesh independence was determined 

using K-omega SST for 0.0008, 0.0004, and 0.0002 element sizes. However, 0.0004 element 

size was chosen for subsequent simulation for axial velocity at centerline, wall pressure and 

axial velocity at different determinations. 

The result at line X=0 for Reth = 500, 2000, and 6500 showed maximum difference of 77.4% 

for the velocity at centerline at 0.08m and 19% for the wall pressure at -0.09m sudden 

expansion at the region of Laminar regime of Re = 500. Besides, 65.6% and 17.2% were 

obtained at transition of Re = 2000, with good agreement between the CFD simulation and 

the experimental measurements. Meanwhile, at turbulent regime of Re = 6500, all the 

simulation models were in good agreement at 49.6% velocity centerline and 8.10% pressure 

drop, except in laminar region. Downstream of the simulation of Reth = 6500, other models 

disappeared which demonstrated K-epsilon best for higher Reynolds number. Along wall 

pressure, negligible axial pressure gradient at centerline with drop in normalization point of 

experimental data from 0 to -120/m2 counterbalanced at Reth = 500 was observed. 

This evaluation confirms the possibility of CFD simulation in analsying nozzle benchmarks of 

2d axisymmetric model for blood pumps. 
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